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Abstract

Classical theory of solid modeling relies on the notion of regular sets and presupposes exactness in both geometric
data and algorithms. In contrast, modeling, exchange and translation of geometric models in engineering applications
usually involve data approximations and algorithms with different numerical precisions. We argue that an appropriate
formulation of the geometric data translation problems requires finite size neighborhoods, leading to the notion of
ε-topological operations. These operations are then used to formulate thedefinitions ofε-regularity andε-solidity
that extend and subsume the corresponding classical concepts as exact special cases. The proposed theory allows
systematic classification and investigation of problems in geometric data translation. In particular, it explains why the
current methods for validity checking of boundary representations are neither necessary nor sufficient for maintaining
ε-solidity in the presence of numerical inaccuracies, whereas geometrichealing procedures may be avoided in many
common situations. Furthermore, the proposed theory suggests how theclassical solid modeling paradigm should be
extended in order to deal with the outstanding problems in geometric robustness, validation, and data translation.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Computer aided design (CAD) data translation, especially solid model translation, has been a challenging problem
for both industry and academia. Ability to exchange and translate data with no or little remodeling effort is a critical
component of any scenario where design, manufacturing, andanalysis applications share geometric models in a truly
collaborative fashion. Despite the recent progress, geometric data interoperability between different systems remains
an elusive goal, costing industry substantial amounts of time and money [15]. A typical geometric data translation
problem between two systems is illustrated in Figure 1. A geometric representation can be thought of as a composition
of geometric primitives by rules specific to a given representation scheme. In data translation, such a representation is
transferred explicitly by various translators. However, the meaning of any representation is determined by the corre-
sponding evaluation algorithms that usually also differ from system to system. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the evaluation algorithms are also transferred implicitly.1 The scenario in Figure 1 subsumes many other types of
translation problems. For example, the classical problemsof boundary evaluation, boundary to CSG conversion, and
other types of representation conversions correspond to the cases when the translations apply also to representation
rules but usually take place within one common system.

Perhaps the most widespread difficulty arises from mismatchbetween the precision of geometric representation
and the precision of the evaluation algorithms used in a modeling system. For example, if the sending and receiving
systems rely on different precisions, the points on surfaceintersections may classify differently (ON or OFF) in the
two systems. As the result of such a data translation, many design, manufacturing, and analysis tasks cannot be
performed in the receiving system until the geometric models are either corrected (“healed”) or remodeled. It is
widely believed that many of the geometric data translationdifficulties can be alleviated or bypassed altogether if
the geometric representations, and rules in particular, are sufficiently high-level. Translation of parametric feature-
based representations is particularly promising[51], because such representations are largely symbolic structureswith
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1See Section 2.2 for additional discussion and examples.
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minimal numerical data. However, success of this approach hinges on existence of standard and formal semantics of
parametric and feature-based representations, includingrules for determining boundaries of represented models and
valid ranges of parameters. Development of such semantics is an active area of research [46, 27, 18, 48, 39, 6, 38, 10,
9, 52], but as of this writing, acceptable formal models are lacking in a number of important areas, including blending,
persistent referencing, constraints, and validity, to name a few.
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Translation

Evaluation algorithms

Geometric
Representation
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Geometric
Representation

Primitives

Rules

Figure 1: A generic geometric data translation diagram

Engineering applications require that all data translations result in solutions that are valid and consistent with
intended use by the receiving system. Therefore all such solutions must be based on sound formal principles. Most
currently proposed methods for dealing with data translation rely on the theoretical foundations laid out by Requicha
over twenty years ago[40]. Specifically, it is widely accepted that a suitable model for a solid object is anr-set, defined
as bounded, semi-analytic, and closed regular subset ofE3. The intuitive notion that every non-trivial solid has a non-
empty interior and a thin boundary is formally captured by requiring thatX = ki(X), wherek, i denote respectively
the topological closure and interior of a setX. With this terminology, a geometric representation is deemedvalid if it
corresponds to at least oner-set, and two representations areconsistentif they represent the same set of points. The
purpose of exact representation conversions is to produce representations that are valid and consistent in accordance
with this theory [40].

Unfortunately, the above definitions do not apply to modeling and translation problems in the presence of numer-
ical errors or approximations. The classical solid modeling theory assumes that all sets of points and functions may
be represented exactly by data structures and algorithms. We know that this is not true, but the issues of errors and
precision are delegated to “robust” geometric computations or practical implementation issues for system designers.
It should not be surprising that most of the proposed translation solutions are either very limited or providead hoc
heuristic solutions without any guarantees. A common business practice to alleviate the translation problems alto-
gether is to standardize on a single geometric modeling kernel, but this practice appears to be expensive, limiting, and
unacceptable for many applications. Use of exact computations is not helpful because exact computations make no
sense with much of the engineering data that is inherently imprecise. Lacking fundamental remedies to the translation
problem, the industry has embraced “healing” (CAD data repair) as a method for ensuring the quality of the model
in a receiving system. But such modifications of the originalgeometry are dangerous, expensive, and provide no
guarantees. We discuss these approaches and other related research in Section 1.3.

The fundamental difficulty with all proposed solutions is that they are not based on a suitable formal model. In
particular, we will demonstrate in Section 2 that the classical notions of solid representation validity and consistency
(based on assumption of exactness) are too simplistic for data translation problem. As implied by the diagram in Figure
1, a proper formal model for data translation must explicitly account for three sources of errors: approximations of
geometric primitives, different precisions of evaluationalgorithms, and inconsistent or ill-defined rules. In this paper,
we propose a theory focusing on the approximation and precision errors and apply it to several specific instances of
the data translation problem.

1.2 Approach and Outline

After briefly summarizing in Section 1.3 previous efforts ongeometric data translation, in Section 2 we formulate
the general data translation problem based on several real world examples. We define validity and consistency in the
context of data translation, and focus on the issues of validity in the rest of this paper. Specifically, in this paper, we
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are interested in the most common case of data translation where the representation rules are assumed to be the same
in the sending and the receiving systems. Thus, we assume that boundary representations are translated into boundary
representations, CSG representations to CSG representations, and so on. This means that translation problems may
arise only from approximation of primitives and/or changesin the precision of evaluation algorithms.

In order to deal with inexactness of data and algorithms, in Section 3, we generalize the classical set topological
notions ofinterior i, closurek, andboundary∂ in terms of finite size neighborhoods. The size of a neighborhood
ε relates to the precision of data and algorithms; when precision is limited, the size must be finite. The resulting
generalized epsilon-topological operationsiε, kε, and∂ε satisfy many of the classical topological properties, and
provide the basis for formal definitions ofε-regular sets andε-solids that explicitly recognize the role of imprecision.
The classicalr-set solid model proposed by Requicha [40] is shown to be a special case whereε = 0 corresponds to
arbitrarily small neighborhoods.

Practical consequences of the proposed theory should become clear in Section 4. We show that, under the proposed
model, popular solid validity-checking procedures are neither necessary nor sufficient when either solid representation
or evaluation algorithms are limited in precision. We then examine common translation problems and discuss how
validity may be maintained in each case without healing.

Open issues and promising extensions of the proposed approach are considered in section 5. We also discuss the
broader implications of the proposed formal model ofε-solidity and its relation to classical solid modeling, geometric
robustness, and other theories.

1.3 Related Work

A vast amount of literature exists on subject of geometric robustness that also deals with issues of data errors and
algorithm precision. In this sense, CAD data translation appears to be a special of the general geometric robustness
problem. But there are also important differences. For example, exact computation is one popular technique originally
proposed to address the robustness problem in geometric computations [56, 23, 29]. The basic philosophy of this
approach is to generate exact output model from exact input model by using exact integer arithmetic, rational arith-
metic, or algebraic computations. But this philosophy is not practical in the context of CAD data translation, because
most engineering models are intrinsically imprecise, and many useful engineering computations cannot be represented
using exact arithmetic. Furthermore, CAD data translationis a relative simple one-step2 problem, while the general
robustness problems must assume that an output of geometriccomputations is used as the input for geometric oper-
ations iteratively. In addition, CAD data translation usually involves two modeling systems with different precisions
while robust computations only involve a single ‘native’ modeling system.

Several other proposals attempted to deal with imprecisionof data and/or algorithms. Notably, Guibas, Salesin,
and Stolfi [25] proposed an Epsilon Geometry framework for building robust geometric algorithms out of imprecise
computations that arise from the use of finite precision arithmetic. Their results are not applicable to the solid validity
and translation problems because they assume that geometric data is exact and because they only deal with computa-
tional geometry predicates (such as coincidence, collinearity, point inclusion in convex polygon, and convexity). In
[20, 21], Edalat and Lieutier proposed the domain solid model to extend the classicalr-set model in solid modeling.3

The underlying philosophy of their model is to use two disjoint open subsets(A,B) calledpartial solid to capture the
interior and exterior of a classical solidX at finite stage of computation by using dyadic voxels or rational polyhedron.
The formulation does not appear to provide any mechanism to connect the theory to practical representations and
algorithms in solid modeling. A related notion of anapproximate interval solid[44] arises naturally from numerical
considerations and was used to repair defective geometric models[49] and to develop robust algorithms for intersection
of surfaces[36].

Below, we briefly review previous work that is specifically related to the translation problem. Broadly, these efforts
can be categorized astolerant computingand geometrichealing. Use of numerical tolerances in solid modeling has
been advocated by many in order to improve the robustness of modeling computations [45, 22, 28], and consequently,
to allow use of imprecise data and different precision in thereceiving system. Typically, numerical tolerances are
assigned to vertices, edges and faces in a solid boundary representation, and inferred geometric tolerance zones are
used to maintain the relationships between the geometric entities. After every computation, the tolerances are updated
incrementally in an attempt to maintain the consistency between the geometric data and the topological (combinato-

2In other words, every translation can be viewed as a unit process that may or may not introduce additional errors.
3As there are inconsistencies between the two papers, we refer the newer paper [21] for discussion.
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rial) part of a boundary representation. Implied by all tolerant modeling approaches is the notion that a toleranced
representation is valid ifthere exists an exactr-set whose boundary has the same combinatorial structure and lies
within the tolerance zones. However, such a definition of validity is not practically verifiable, and the proposed ap-
proaches differ in the proposed heuristic algorithms for deciding on validity. For example, it is shown in [45, 22] that
some choices of tolerance values may lead the proposed algorithm to the erroneous answers. Commercial software
systems such as ACIS [3] and Parasolid [35] rely on tolerant modeling and suggest default tolerances for improved
reliability, but do not offer any deterministic rules for maintaining tolerances or provide guarantees of validity.

In the absence of guaranteed solutions with toleranced models, both industry and academia embraced ‘geomet-
ric healing’ or CAD data repair as the only pragmatic solution to the data translation problem. The idea appears
straightforward: since we know that the original data was valid in the sending system, and that translation may have
introduced some small changes in data or algorithm precision, it should be possible to fix the model in the receiving
system by making small changes in the representation. In essence, geometric repair is another attempt to find that one
r-set model that guarantees solidity. A variety of repair procedures have been proposed for linear polyhedral models
[8, 7, 13, 12, 34] as well as for more general solids [50, 49, 54]. Perturbation techniques [7, 50, 49] attempt the repair
by matching and modifying vertices, edges, and faces that ought to be merged in order to maintain the topology of
a boundary representation. Because this is not always possible, more drastic repair procedures use triangulations to
fill holes and gaps between adjacent faces [8, 7, 13] and/or allow substantial changes in topology or combinatorial
structure for the sake of repair. A more successful of these approaches is the linear polyhedron repair method based on
space decomposition into convex cells by planes associatedwith polyhedron’s faces[34]. A valid boundary represen-
tation model is generated by re-evaluating the boundary of the union of all solid cells that are judged (heuristically) to
classify inside the solid.

To summarize, all known repair techniques have limitationsand provide few guarantees. They also may be com-
putationally expensive. For example, it is known that optimal matching of vertices and/or edges for repair is NP-hard
[8, 49]. But by farthe biggest problem with geometric healing algorithms is that they alter the original geomet-
ric data, with possibly unpredictable and dangerous consequences. If the repaired data is translated into yet another
receiving system, it may become invalid and in need of healing again; if the repaired data is translated back into the
original sending system, it may or may not be valid again. In both cases, the geometric models before and after healing
will never be the same.

The formal model of validity advocated in this paper is consistent with the overall philosophy of tolerant modeling,
but it does not seek or requires existence of exactr-set. Under this model, we will also see in section 4.2 that
some popular tolerant modeling algorithms arenot sufficient,and that typical repair algorithms arenot necessaryfor
maintaining the solidity of boundary representations.

2 Formulation of Data Translation

2.1 Motivating Examples

Many references [19, 24, 16, 30, 37, 15] have illustrated various data translation problems. We will not attempt to
add to the long list of well known difficulties, but rather consider few carefully chosen but real examples that provide
important insights into the nature and intrinsic sources ofthe general translation problem. The choice of commercial
systems in the following examples is not important, becausethe problems are generic. The described difficulties are
representative of the current state of the art, and donot indicate inferiority of the any specific systems.

Example 1 The first example illustrates the well-known fact that even minor changes in geometric representation
may invalidate the model, causing irreparable difficultiesin data translation. In this case, the model shown in Figure
2(a) is created in SolidWorks and saved in the STEP (STandardfor the Exchange of Product model data) neutral data
exchange file format [1]. Then the STEP model is reloaded intoSolidWorks, but was found to be invalid. The built-in
healing algorithm attempted but was unable to recover a valid solid, generating instead the model shown in Figure
2(b).

The above situation is common when geometric representations are archived in another non-native format. For
example, saving the same model in ACIS format instead of STEPleads to similar difficulties. This double data
translation corresponds to a situation in Figure 1 where no new errors are introduced in the evaluation algorithm by
the receiving system (because it is the same as the sending system). The problem arises because primitives in the
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boundary representation – in this case, filleting surfaces and intersection spline curves in the original model – are
mapped approximately into the STEP format by the translator.4

Cracks after healing algorithm fails to
reconstruct a valid boundary representation

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Even minor changes in geometric primitives duringtranslation may invalidate the model: (a) original model;
(b) a failed attempt to repair the translated model.

Example 2 The second example (Figure 3(a)) is intended to show that even when geometric healing is successful in
repairing the received model, the result may not be always acceptable. The double translation procedure is identical
to the first example, except in this case, the healing algorithm is successful and generates the model shown in Figure
3(b). The smooth blends near the corner have been replaced bysharp corners in the translated model; such drastic
changes are not acceptable for engineering applications where blend radius is an important parameter.

Smooth blends Sharp corners

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Healing algorithms may drastically change important geometric properties: (a) the original model with
smooth blends; (b) an automatically repaired model with sharp corners.

Example 3 The third example shows that differences in precision of evaluating algorithms is another key ingredient
of the translation difficulties, even when the changes in geometric representations are negligible. The solid model in
Figure 4(a) was created in SolidWorks using only planar and cylindrical primitives with integer and fixed-precision
coordinates. The dimensions of the model range from 0.001 mm(the minimum thickness of the part) to 1000 mm
(the length of the part). The model is translated into Pro-Engineer through the STEP format, and both formats support
exact representation of the original primitives. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the changes in geometric
representation during the translation process remain negligible. Figure 4(b) shows the translated model after it is

4Similar translation problems are common whenever tangent surfaces are approximated in the course of translation.
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evaluated in Pro-Engineer. It is certainly a valid solid, but with a drastically different shape that is not likely to be
consistent with the intended use of the original solid.

This last example demonstrates clearly that a geometric representation alone does not uniquely define a set of
points. Rather, the set of points, and therefore all its properties, are also determined by the properties (in particular,
precision) of the evaluation algorithm. In this case, Solidworks relies on incidence testing algorithms with a default
tolerance of 10E-6 mm, while Pro-Engineer uses a relative tolerance of 10E-6 times the maximum size of the bounding
box of the model measured in meters. The latter effectively determines the smallest feature size to be 10E-6 meters,
matching the minimum thickness of the model in Figure 4(a). The evaluation algorithm includes the process of
merging what Pro-Engineer now considers coincident geometric entities, and results in the ‘repaired’ model shown in
Figure 4(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Evaluating the same geometric data with differentprecisions results in inconsistent solids: (a) the original
model with small feature in the sending system; (b) the received model with small feature removed after healing.

2.2 Anatomy of Translation

Conceptually, every geometric translation procedure involves three ingredients: primitive mapping, rule mapping,
and possibly modified evaluation algorithms. This view is reflected in Figure 1, is born out by the examples, and
includes classical solid representation conversion problems. For example, when boundary representation is evaluated
from Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), primitive halfspaces in CSG are mapped into surfaces, curves, and vertices
of the boundary representation; regularized set operations are replaced by combinatorial topological rules forming
faces, edges, loops, and shells; and the CSG point membership classification (PMC) algorithm is replaced by the
corresponding PMC on b-reps. Not all of the ingredients needto play a role in each translation problem. In each of
the above translation Examples 1 and 2, the rule mapping is identity and the evaluation algorithm is unchanged. In
Example 3, geometric primitives remain the same, but the evaluation algorithm is modified.

Primitive mapping is often accompanied by approximations that introduce data errors. The most common change
in an evaluation algorithm corresponds to change in precision of point membership classification tests.5 Under most
scenarios, the transformation of rules is a matter of logic and semantics and generally does not introduce numerical
errors. Based on these observations, our approach to the data translation problem recognizes explicitly the two sources
of errors: uncertainty of geometric data and precision of PMC algorithm, while ignoring any issues associated with
rule mappings.6

2.3 Validity and Consistency of Translation

From the above examples, we observe that there are two types of problems in data translation:validity andconsistency.
In Example 1, a solid that is deemed valid in the sending system is judged invalid in the receiving system. Examples
2 and 3 show that valid translations may not always produce expected solids that are consistent with intended use,

5It can be argued that all geometric algorithms sooner or later reduce to a finite number of point membership tests[47].
6This is not to say that rule mapping is a trivial issue; for example, the outstanding issue of persistent naming continues to undermine ability to

translate and exchange parametric representations of solids.
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particularly when healing algorithms alter the original geometric model. Furthermore, the classical notions of validity
and consistency of solid models as defined by Requicha in [40]are not sufficient to formulate the translation problem.
Under the classical definition, the geometric models in sending and receiving systems cannot be consistent in the
presence ofanyapproximations in geometric primitives. On the other hand,Example 3 clearly shows that validity of
a geometric model is not absolute but is relative to a particular evaluation procedure used by a system.

In order to properly account for the roles of geometric approximations and algorithms that are specific to individual
systems (recall Figure 1), we will say thata translation is valid if the original geometric model is valid in the sending
system and the translated model is valid in the receiving system. Our definition of translation validity is axiomatic
in the sense that it does not depend on specific interpretations of validity criteria. This implies that even different
interpretations of model validity are permitted. For example, if a solid boundary representation is translated into a
surface model, it may still be valid in a receiving system that performs surface visualization and/or area computations.
Furthermore, this definition recognizes that model validity depends not only on the geometric model but also on the
specific evaluation procedure used by the system.

Consistency of translation may be defined in the same spirit.We will say that avalid translation is consistent
if the original model and the translated model are indistinguishable under a specific comparison criteria.Once
again, this definition is axiomatic; it recognizes explicitly that the notion of consistency depends on a comparison
criteria which may involve a variety of geometric (e.g., volume, area, minimum feature size, distance), topological
(e.g., homeomorphism, homotopy, combinatorial), and other computable measures. It is logical that the notion of
consistency applies only to valid translations, because atthe very least, the translated models must be valid for the
purpose of evaluating the specified comparison criteria. For example, if we want to compute the difference between
volumes of the original model and the translated model, we need to know first that volume computations are supported
by the corresponding systems.

The above definitions suggest an approach for formulating and solving geometric translation problem. Since
validity is a necessary condition for consistency, it must be established first. Accordingly, the remainder of this paper
deals with validity of translation of solid models. This in turn requires formulating and evaluating solidity of geometric
models in the respective systems in the presence of errors and approximations.

We chose not to explore translation consistency in this paper for several reasons. First and foremost, consistency
is clearly an application specific notion. For example, in certain applications (for example packaging), it may be
perfectly acceptable to translate a complex solid into its convex hull or a containing ball, while this clearly would not
be acceptable for purpose of process planning or detailed design. Thus, it would be counterproductive to put the issue
of consistency before the issue of validity, or worse yet to use an arbitrary assumed concept of consistency in place of
validity – a common practice in many geometry healing and repair applications.

Arguably, validity without consistency does not solve the whole problem, but without proper notion of validity, we
have no hope for verifiable solutions to consistency problems. A proper notion of solidity should include the classical
theory as a special exact case (thus supporting exact computational models), support currently used ad hoc solutions
(such as using the same modeling kernel throughout the translation process or adjusting tolerances to increase model
robustness), and allow for trivial or drastic translationssuch as in the above examples. At the same time, since the
representation rules are often preserved under translation (thereby eliminating from consideration trivial translation
cases), the issue of validity in the presence of errors and variable precision is far from trivial.

3 Solidity with Finite Neighborhoods

In this section, we propose a theory that captures the notions of inexact data and imprecise algorithms. The theory
relies on finiteε-size neighborhoods to defineε-topological operations, which are then used to formulate the concept
of ε-regularity and, finally, the notion ofε-solidity. The theory contains the classical theory of solid modeling as a
special (though unrealistic) case. We will consider applications of the theory to data translation in Section 4.

3.1 Epsilon-Topological Operations

If we accept that both geometric data and algorithms are inherently imprecise, we have no choice but to reconsider the
very foundations of the solid modeling theory. Traditionally, solidity is formulated in terms of the classical topological
concepts and operations of closurek, interior i, and boundary∂ that are interpreted in terms of infinitesimal size
neighborhoods. In contrast, inaccuracy of data and finite resolution of the algorithms imply that the neighborhoods
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of every point may be represented only up to some finite size. This in turn requires redefining the usual topological
operations.

Specifically, we propose epsilon-topological counterparts of the classical topological operations:ε-closurekε, ε-
interior iε, andε-boundary∂ε, whereε is a non-negative real number. Intuitively,ε corresponds to the maximum
algorithm precision and/or maximal data precision. In the following definitions, we refer to a metric space as(W,d),
whereW is a non-empty set andd is a suitable distance function. In a metric space,B(x, r) denotes the open ball
about pointx of radiusr.

(a) Classical topological operations are defined

using infinitesimal =0 neighborhoodse

Exterior

Interior

Boundary

e-exterior

e-boundary

e-interior

(b) topological operations are defined
using finite size neighborhoods
e- (c) Both interior and exterior decrease, and

as ball radius increases;e

e- e-

e-boundary grows

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Classical topological operations and the correspondingε-topological operations

Definition 3.1. Given a subsetX of a metric space, a pointx is said to be in theε-closureof X, denotedkε(X), if for
everyr > ε, B(x, r) ∩ X 6= ∅, whereε is a non-negative real number.

Definition 3.2. Given a subsetX of a metric space, a pointx is said to be in theε-interior of X, denotediε(X), if
there exits an open ball aboutx of radiusr > ε such that aB(x, r) ⊆ X, whereε is a non-negative real number.

Definition 3.3. Given a subsetX of a metric space, a pointx is said to be in theε-boundaryof X, denoted∂ε(X), if
x is in both thekε(X) and thekεc(X), wherec(X) denotes the complement of a set.

The aboveε-topological operations are illustrated in Figure 5. Forε = 0, these operations correspond to the usual
classical topological operations, and in this sense, they are generalizations of the corresponding definitions in the
general (point-set) topology [31, 32]. But forε > 0, additional points are added or subtracted from closure or interior
respectively, and the boundary of the set is “thickened” by the ball of radiusε. Notice that operationskε andiε define
sets that are closed and open in the usual metric topology with ε = 0. It is not difficult to show that theε-topological
operations inherit and preserve many of the classical properties, as illustrated by the theorems below. In what follows,
c(X) denotes the complement of setX.

Theorem 3.4. A pointx is in the complement ofkε(X) if and only if there is an open ball aboutx of radiusr > ε

such thatB(x, r) ∩ X = ∅.

Proof. If B(x, r)∩X = ∅ with r > ε, then it is also true thatB(x, r)∩ kε(X) = ∅ with r > 0. Therefore,x is not in
kε(X). Conversely, ifx is in in the complement ofkε(X), there is aB(x, r) ∩ kε(X) = ∅ with r > 0, and therefore
B(x, r) ∩ X = ∅ with r > ε.

Theorem 3.5. iε(X) = ckεc(X)

Proof. If x is a point inckεc(X), then there is aB(x, r) of r > ε, B(x, r) ∩ c(X) = ∅, or to sayB(x, r) ∈ X,
so from Definition 3.2,x is a point iniε(X). Conversely, ifx is a point iniε(X), then there is aB(x, r) of r > ε,
B(x, r) ∈ X, soB(x, r) ∩ c(X) = ∅, so from Theorem 3.4,x is a point inckεc(X).

Corollary 3.6. ciε(X) = kεc(X), kε(X) = ciεc(X).
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Similarly, it can be shown that many (but not all7) classical theorems are preserved under these generalizedtopo-
logical operations [17]. From the above definitions, a pointcannot be in both∂ε and iε. Thus, every setkε(X) is
partitioned into itsε-interior and a ‘thickened’ boundary askε(X) = ∂ε(X) ∪ iε(X). It follows immediately that for
any setX,

iε(X) ⊆ X ⊆ kε(X). (1)

The set of points that arenot thekε(X) is calledε-exteriorof setX and will be denotedeε(X). It can be also defined
directly following Theorem 3.4 above. Since

eε(X) ∪ ∂ε(X) ∪ iε(X) = W, (2)

we can say that any setX ⊆ W induces a partition of the spaceW under theε-topological operations.
Consider what happens to the induced partition of spaceW under different values ofε (Figure 5(c)). For a given

setX, the larger value ofε will result in a shrunkε-interior iε(X) and a grownε-closurekε(X). As the result, the
ε-boundary will thicken further as well. We can summarize this concisely by the theorem whose proof follows directly
from the above definitions.

Theorem 3.7. For a given subsetX of a metric space, and non-negative numbersε1 andε2, if ε1 > ε2, then

iε1
(X) ⊂ iε2

(X); eε1
(X) ⊂ eε2

(X); ∂ε1
(X) ⊃ ∂ε2

(X) (3)

The Theorem 3.7 implies thatiε andeε are monotonically decreasing functions ofε: asε decreases, points can
only be added to the interioriε(X) and exterioreε(X), while they are removed from the shrinking boundary∂ε(X).
As ε approaches 0,eε, iε, ∂ε approach the classical exact sets of exterior, interior, and boundary respectively.

3.2 ε-Regular Sets

The classical models of solidity postulate that a solid is a set of points with dimensionally homogeneous interior and
well defined boundary. This notion can be captured by requiring every valid computer representation correspond to at
least one well definedregular setX:

• Closed regular[40], in which caseX = ki(X), or

• Open regular[5], in which caseX = ik(X)

Both models correspond to dimensionally homogeneous (without cracks or dangling pieces) sets with tight boundaries,
the main difference being that closed regular sets include their boundaries while open regular do not. A common
characterization of solidity in both models is that a neighborhood of every boundary point contains points in the
solid’s interior as well as points in its exterior.

As we argued above, identifying a regular set in the presenceof errors is not always feasible, practical, or even
desirable. Representation ofX is usually generated from user inputs, numerical computations, approximations, and
physical samplings – all of which contain someerrors. These data errors in representation ofX usually violate
the validity conditions (numerical, topological, combinatorial) implied by the properties of regular sets. For example,
Figures 6 shows typical ‘invalid’ 2-dimensional boundary representations of a simple rectangle; as with most boundary
representations, the vertices, edges, and faces representgeometric information only approximately and redundantly.
Depending on how the boundary is constructed, it also may include small imperfections: isolated and dangling pieces,
voids, gaps. Applying the notions of (exact) closure, interior, and boundary to such representations and requiring
regularity does not really make sense, because strictly speaking, all such representations are invalid. Hence, the key
question is:What is a proper model of solidity in terms ofε-topological operationsthat would tolerate errors of size
less thanε, such as those shown in Figure 6? Below, we answer this question by proposing notions ofε-regularity and
ε-solidity that subsume the corresponding classical notions.

Intuitively, it should be apparent that a proper definition of regularity must not eliminate buttolerateerrors and
imperfections near the solid’s boundary. The definition should be consistent with the classical notion of regular sets,
and in fact the generalization is relatively straightforward. We postulatethat aknownset ofX should be deemed
ε-regular ifan ε-neighborhood of every boundary pointp ∈ ∂0 contains points in the solid’s interiori0 and points in

7Notably, the classical propertyk(k(X)) = k(X) does not hold forkε operation whenε > 0.
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(c) Misaligned or redundant
vertices and edges

(b) Small cracks and voids(a) Dangling edges or
isolated points

Figure 6: A theory ofε-solidity must tolerate imperfections of size less thanε near the theoretical boundary of a solid.

solid’s exteriore0. The challenge is to formulate this postulate in terms of theε-topological operations in a manner
that is consistent with the classical notions of regularity.

Let us first consider what this means whenε = 0. By definition,i0(X) is the largest open set contained inX, and
k0(X) is the smallest closed set that containsX, which means that for any setX

i0(X) ⊆ X ⊆ k0(X) (4)

Neither one of these bounding sets are guaranteed to be homogeneous in dimension:i0(X) may contain void and
cracks, whilek0(X) may include dangling pieces and isolated points. The homogenization (or regularization) is
achieved by a second topological operation that grows the lower and shrinks the upper bounding sets respectively:
k0i0(X) is the smallest closed regular set containingi0(X), andi0k0(X) is the largest open regular set contained in
k0X. The regularization effectively reverses the set relationship (4) to

i0k0(X) ⊆ X ⊆ k0i0(X) (5)

It should be clear that any open or closed regular setX satisfies the inequality (5) whose essence is to combine the
two classical definitions into a single definition of an0-regular set. But other sets satisfy the above inequality aswell,
because it allows for imperfections (missing portions or isolated points) in the boundary∂0X. For example, a unit
sphere with half of its boundary missing would satisfy (5) and be considered0-regular.

However, the two homogeneous bounds (5) are so tight that they are not realistic, because no setX satisfying
(5) may contain even minor imperfections in its interior or exterior, such as those shown in Figure 6. To say that
imperfections are tolerated in the interior of the setX within distanceε from the boundary amounts to a statement that
X containsiεk0(X); similarly, whenkεi0(X) contains the setX, exterior imperfections withinε from the boundary
are tolerated. This motivates our first attempt at definitionof ε-regularity for aknownsetX.

Definition 3.8. A subsetX of a metric space isε-regular if, for a given non-negative real numberε,

iεk0(X) ⊆ X ⊆ kεi0(X). (6)

Informally, the above definition assumes that we can determine the closure and interior ofX exactly, but we allow
errors within distanceε near the boundary. The concept is illustrated in Figure 7 showing that imperfections within
ε of the boundary in Figure 6 are “covered” by either growingi0(X) by kε as in Figure 7(a), or by shrinkingk0(X)
by iε as in Figure 7(b). Thus, in contrast to the classical definitions, under the proposed notion ofε-regularity, these
representations of rectangles are considered to representε-regular sets.

By definition 3.8,ε-regularity of a set depends on the size of chosenε. Classical regular sets (open and closed)
clearly satisfy the definition in the special case whenε = 0, with one side of (3.8) becoming an equality. Inequality
is crucial in the general case, because it corresponds to thenotion of tolerant modeling near the boundary of the
set. By definition, increasing values ofε corresponds to shrinkingiεk0(X) and expandingkεi0(X). Thus, if X is
ε-regular, it is alsoε1-regular for anyε1 ≥ ε. We observe that every bounded set (or rather every set containing
bounded ‘imperfections’) with non-empty interior isε-regular for some sufficiently large value ofε. Normally, we are
interested in the smallest value ofε for whichX is ε-regular.
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Figure 7:ε-regular sets and intervals tolerate imperfections of sizeless thanε near the set boundary.

3.3 ε-Regular Intervals

We now consider more realistic situations where we may not beable to compute the interiori0(X) and closurek0(X)
of a setX exactly, but only some bounding setsX− andX+ can be determined – either as input or as a result of
another approximate computation. In what follows, we will refer to the bounding setX− asinner, andX+ asouter.
An example of inner and outer bounding sets is shown in Figure7(c). The interiori0(X) and the closurek0(X) are
the tightest bounds computable for any given setX. The inner and outer sets form aset interval, [X−,X+] — the
class of sets{X} such thatX− ⊆ X ⊆ X+. Without loss of generality, we will assume that the innerX− of any
set interval is open and the outerX+ is closed. Then the definition 3.8 generalizes in a straightforward fashion by
replacingk0(X) andi0(X) respectively with arbitrary outerX+ and innerX−:

Definition 3.9. A set interval[X−,X+] is ε-regular if, for a given non-negative real numberε,

iε(X+) ⊆ X− ⊂ X+ ⊆ kε(X−) (7)

Technically, the test forε-regularity of an interval depends on two separate conditions illustrated in Figure 8:
iε(X+) ⊆ X− requires that when outerX+ is shrunk by a ball of sizeε, it fits inside the inner; similarlyX+ ⊆ kε(X−)
requires that the innerX− grown by a ball of sizeε contains the outerX+. For example, the rectangle in Figure 7(c)
is not regular in the classical sense, but isε-regular as an interval[X−,X+]. Once again, if the interval isε-regular for
any particular value ofε, then it must also beε-regular for any greater value ofε, but not necessarily for the smaller.

The definition 3.9 for a set interval is written in the same form as definition 3.8 for a set instance, in order to
emphasize their common structure. In fact, it is easy to showthat Definition 3.8 is a special case of Definition 3.9, by
recalling that any setX is contained in the interval[i0(X), k0(X)].

Theorem 3.10. A setX is ε-regular iff the interval[i0(X), k0(X)] is ε-regular.

Proof. From Definition 3.8, we havekεi0(X) ⊇ k0(X), andi0(X) ⊇ iεk0(X). Thus, letX− = i0(X) andX+ =
k0(X). For the interval[X−,X+], we havekεX− ⊇ X+, andX− ⊇ iεX+, which is anε-regular interval. Conversely,
if [i0(X), k0(X)] is ε-regular, then from Definition 3.9,kεi0(X) ⊇ k0(X), i0(X) ⊇ iεk0(X). Thus, X is ε-
regular.

In other words, we really need only one definition 3.9 ofε-regular interval, because it subsumes definition 3.8
of an ε-regular set. Henceforth, it should be understood that a term ‘ε-regular interval’ also applies toε-regular set
instances. Furthermore, it is easy to see that every set instanceX in a ε-regular interval[X−,X+] is ε-regular. This
is reasonable and should be expected, since every such set interval represents an equivalence class of sets that are
not distinguishable beyond the inner and outer bounds of theinterval. In fact, if we define asubinterval[Y−, Y+] of
interval[X−,X+] with Y− ⊇ X− andY+ ⊆ X−, we can make an even stronger claim:
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Figure 8: A set interval becomesε-regular if theε is big enough.

Theorem 3.11. Any subinterval[Y−, Y+] of anε-regular interval[X−,X+] is alsoε-regular.

Proof. By definition,X−, Y− are open, andX+, Y+ are closed sets, withY− ⊇ X− andY+ ⊆ X+. Sincekε(X−) ⊇
X+, thenkε(Y−) ⊇ kε(X−) ⊇ X+ ⊇ Y+; similarly, sinceX− ⊇ iε(X+), thenY− ⊇ X− ⊇ iε(X+) ⊇ iε(Y+).
Thus,[Y−, Y+] is ε-regular.

This result is of paramountpractical significance, because it allows to verify regularity of an interval [Y−, Y+]
even when the interval itself is not computable by testing a larger containing interval[X−,X+] that is computable.
In particular, Figure 9 shows that any setX contained in anε-regular interval must beε-regular. This statement is
conservative in a sense thatX may beε-regular with even a smaller value ofε.

Set instance X

(a) An -regular set interval has a set instance
X with dangling pieces and inner cracks

(b) Set instance X is -regular as X k i X_ and i k X XÍ Íe 0 e 0( ) ( )+

-regular set [ , ]X_  X+interval

i X_0( )

k i X_e 0( )

i k Xe 0( )+ k X0( )+

Figure 9: Any set contained in anε-regular interval isε-regular with the same or smaller value ofε.

3.4 ε-Solidity

The ε-regularity extends the notion of solid homogeneity to set intervals and, as such, is a necessary condition for
the notion ofε-solidity. Note however, that the innerX− and the outerX+ of an ε-regular interval do not need to
be dimensionally homogeneous sets. It is also customary to require that every solid is bounded and has a non-empty
interior. These statements translate respectively into additional constraints on set intervals requiring that the innerX−

is non-empty and the outerX+ is bounded.
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Definition 3.12. An ε-solid is anε-regular set interval[X−,X+] with non-emptyX− and boundedX+.

Given any computer representation of a set, its interior andclosure can be computed only within some precision
δ. In this case,iδ(X) ⊆ X ⊆ kδ(X), but sinceX is really not known, it is more reasonable to consider interval
[iδ(X), kδ(X)] in place of the set. Ifiδ(X) is not empty andkδ(X) is bounded, this interval is anε-solid if it is
ε-regular, for a particular choice ofε. Following definition 3.9, the later requires satisfactionof two conditions:

iεkδ(X) ⊆ iδ(X), and kδ(X) ⊆ kεiδ(X). (8)

The choice ofε is critical. Smallerε is preferable because it corresponds to a more accurate representation, but if
we chooseε < δ, then the intervalcannotbe regular becausekεiδ(X) ⊆ X ⊆ iεkδ(X). The regularity conditions (8)
can only be satisfied starting with someε ≥ δ. At this point, we would have established that the interval[X−,X+]
is indeed anε-solid according to the definition 3.12. Furthermore, the following theorem is an immediate corollary to
Theorem 3.11 and implies that the setX itself is also anε-solid.

Theorem 3.13. Any subinterval[Y−, Y+] of ε-solid [X−,X+] is ε-solid.

Proof. From Theorem 3.11, any subinterval in[X−,X+] is ε-regular. Since the inner boundX− is non-empty, so is
the corresponding inner bound of the subintervalY−; the boundedness of the outer setX+ implies the boundedness of
Y+. Thus the subinterval[Y−, Y+] is anε-solid.

For example, if we can establish that any[iδ(X), kδ(X)] isε-solid, then our formulation implies that[i0(X), k0(X)],
and henceX itself, is alsoε-solid – even thoughX may contain errors or may not be known. For a specific given
value ofε ≥ δ, X may or may not beε-solid. However, unless setX is unbounded or its interioriδ(X) is empty, it
is anε-solid for somesufficiently large value ofε. An essentially identical procedure may be used to determine if an
arbitrary interval[X−,X+] is ε-solid.

The above notions ofε-regularity andε-solidity recognize explicitly that the closure and interior of any set may be
determined only up to some limited precisionδ and may be tested for regularity only within some resolutionε ≥ δ.
Thus, a givenε-solidX now may or may not be solid in the classical sense, depending on the specific values ofδ and
ε. This is reasonable, since in practice we are not likely to have exact representations and computations ofX.

4 Validity and Translation of ε-Solid Representations

The above definitions and theorems explicitly acknowledge that topological properties of geometric data may be
represented or computed only within some finite precision. The challenge is to build on these definitions, in order
to formulate the notion of validity of solids and translations in the presence of errors and limited precision, and to
develop practical algorithms that implement these definitions. Any credible solution to the geometric data translation
problem must acknowledge fixed precision of algorithms thatperform geometric evaluations and queries, as well as
the fact that this precision varies from system to system.

4.1 Accuracy of Data and Precision of Algorithms

Representations of geometric objects are stored on a computer and queried by algorithms. Below we will distinguish
between theaccuracyof a geometric representation and theprecisionof geometric queries on this data. The accuracy
of any point of the geometric data is measured by aλ-radius of the uncertainty ball about that point. If the datacomes
from the ideal source and is represented exactly,λ = 0; if the source of the data is only approximate or the data
underwent an approximate conversion,λ > 0. Unfortunately, accuracy of geometric data is not commonlyarchived.
We will argue below that recognizing explicit changes in accuracy of geometric data can help to classify and sometimes
avoid common difficulties in the data translation problems.

Most geometric algorithms and queries on geometric data sooner or later reduce to a finite number of Point Mem-
bership Classification (PMC) tests[47]. For a given pointp and a setX, PMC returns IN, ON or OUT depending on
whetherp belongs to the interior, boundary, or exterior ofX respectively. The classical semantics of PMC in solid
modeling assumes an ability to compute an arbitrary small neighborhood of pointp in order to identify the interior,
exterior and boundary ofX. However, all practical implementations of PMC algorithmshave finite precision and
always rely on finite size neighborhoods implied by floating point roundoff errors and approximations. Even when a
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setX is represented exactly (λ = 0) using a finite collection of geometric primitives, PMC tests near the boundary of
the primitives have limited precision, and return ON not only for the points on the boundary but also for the points that
are near the boundary. Thus, when we say that a geometric representation can queried with precisionδ, we specifically
refer to precision of a PMCδ test that is defined in terms of theε-topological operations as:

PMCδ(p,X) =







IN if p ∈ iδX

OUT if p ∈ eδX

ON if p ∈ ∂δX

In other words, PMCδ is just an operational definition of the partition of space (2) induced by any setX under theδ-
topological operations. It is a straightforward generalization of the classical PMC test that reflects the role of precision
in practical implementations of the test. The classical PMCis just a special exact case of the above test withδ = 0.
Informally, PMCδ classifies a pointp as IN or OUT with respect to a given setX if it is farther thenδ from the set
boundary, otherwise the point is classified as ON. SinceX itself is usually represented with some finite accuracyλ,
PMCδ test make sense only when its precision is greater than accuracy of the data i.e. under all conditions, we must
haveδ ≥ λ — irrespectively of the semantics of the representation scheme.

The precision of PMCδ is a major limiting factor in deciding whether a geometric data represents a validε-solid
or not. Recall from section 3.4 that an interval[iδ(X), kδ(X)] may be anε-solidonlywhenε ≥ δ. It may be tempting
to identify δ andε and treat them as one constant, but the distinction is semantically important, as illustrated by the
following examples.

Consider a standard query on a CSG representation [53]. Figures 10(a)-(c) show the classical regularization in-
tersection operation that assumes exact representation ofthe primitive setsA andB and ability to compute arbitrarily
small neighborhoods. In practice, however, depending on accuracy of CSG primitives and PMCδ algorithm, a point
may be classified with respect to each primitive only within some precisionδ. The classifications from individual
primitives are combined according to the regularized set operations (Figure 10(d)), but the regularized combination
operation depends critically on explicit representation and analysis of the neighborhood of the point. As shown in
Figure 10(e), the size of the neighborhoodε must be greater or equal toδ, or regularization may fail, producing results
that are inconsistent with the semantics of the exact regularized set operations.

The distinction betweenδ andε is even more pronounced for boundary representations. Consider the boundary
representation of a rectangle in Figure 13(a). The faces (inthis case, the line segments) may or may not be represented
exactly (i.e. λ may or may not be 0), but their connectedness may be established only within precisionδ ≥ λ.
Depending on selected value ofε, the connected set itself may or may not be a boundary ofε-solid, but under all
conditions we must haveε ≥ δ (Figure 13(b)).

4.2 Validity and Repair of Representations

The ε-solid model is a generalization of the classicalr-set solid model that requires a significant revision of the
modeling paradigm proposed in [40], as shown in Figure 11. The extended mathematicalmodeling spaceis the space
of all ε-solids, which includes all closed and open regular sets. For any given representation scheme, therepresentation
spaceis the space of representations – pairs (Rλ, PMCδ), whereRλ is a geometric data represented with accuracyλ

and PMCδ is a point classification procedure with precisionδ ≥ λ. The representation schemeitself is a mapping
from the space ofε-solids to representation pairs (Rλ, PMCδ). In this updated modeling paradigm, the definition of
representationvalidity reflects more accurately how solids are handled in modern modeling systems.

Definition 4.1. Representation (Rλ, PMCδ) is valid if application of PMCδ onRλ induces anε-solid.

This notion of validity should support systematic development of provably correct algorithms and will allow to
validate and verify existing and proposed methods. As a demonstration, it is easy to arguebased on empirical evidence
and assumed theoretical foundationsthat popular methods of “healing” geometric boundary representations are neither
necessary nor sufficient to solve the data translation problem.

In classical solid modeling, validation of boundary representation requires proper connectivity of the vertices,
edges, faces, and verification that shells of a boundary representation are two-manifolds [40, 26, 43]. Theoretically,the
metric conditions of such a model are required to be exact, and when geometric carriers (curves, surfaces) improperly
overlap or do not match “closely enough,” geometric healingtechniques attempt to correct “invalid” solids by various
surgical operations.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the theoretically exact PMC on CSG representation (top row) and PMCε recognizing limited
precision of PMCδ against individual primitives

Figure 12(a) shows a tessellated boundary representation of a circle. This is a valid polygon, but every vertex has
a PMC tolerance zone of sizeδ, and the zones of adjacent vertices overlap as shown. One popular technique used for
robust geometric computations merges the adjacent vertices whenever their zones overlap into a single vertex with a
larger zone[45]. In our example, this process will result ina single vertex with a tolerance zone covering the whole
polygon, suggesting that the object is not a valid polygon. But as shown in Figure 12(b), the polygon is bounded has
a well-defined non-emptyδ-interior andδ-closure. In other words, a suitable PMCδ test on the representation gives
anε-regular set interval for some numberε. This example shows thatsolid validation and healing procedures based
solely on boundary representations are not sufficient.Another familiar and simple example is shown in Figure 13(a).
In this case, a typical boundary-based validation procedure would determine that the representation is invalid, because
the adjacent edges don’t intersect at common vertices. A healing procedure would usually be invoked to re-intersect
the edges, in order to get more precise vertices. But it should be clear from the from Figure 13(b) and discussion in
sections 3.4 and 4.1, that with suitable PMCδ we can still induce the interior and exterior of the rectangle — even
though the connectivity of adjacent vertices and edges is not guaranteed. In other words,boundary-based healing
procedure are not necessary.

4.3 Maintaining ε-solids in Data Translation

The proposed formulation of geometric data translation problem relies on validity of the geometric model respectively
in the sending and the receiving systems, see Section 2. Thus, we will assumethat the geometric model is valid in
the sending system, and ask:Under what conditions the translated model is valid in the receiving system?The term
“valid” can now be interpreted to mean that “geometric modelwith accuracyλ is anε-solid with respect to a suitable
PMCδ algorithm with precisionδ”. Let λ, δ, ε be respectively data accuracy, algorithm precision, and solidity measure
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Figure 11: Modeling and representation spaces forε-solids with limited data accuracyλ and algorithm precisionδ

in the sending system; and letλ′, δ′, ε′ be the corresponding quantities in the receiving system. There are four possible
types of data translation, depending on possible changes todata accuracyλ and algorithm precisionδ:

Accuracy is fixedλ = λ′, precision is fixedδ = δ′ . The sending system and the receiving system have the same
accuracy of geometric data and precision of evaluation algorithms, and there are no approximations in translation.
Then, if the modelX wasε-solid in the sending system, it will remainε-solid in the receiving system.

Accuracy is changedλ 6= λ′, precision is fixedδ = δ′ . Both systems evaluate the model with the same precision,
but geometric model in the receiving system has a different accuracyλ′. This happens, for example, when a model
is archived in a neutral format and subsequently reloaded into the native system (recall Example 1 in section 2.1), or
when curved surface model is tesselated into an approximatepolyhedron model. The received model may or may not
be valid under the same precisionδ′ = δ. Specifically, when the received model is less accurate withan increased
value ofλ′, the precisionδ′ of the PMCδ′ procedure may also need to be increased to maintainδ′ ≥ λ′ in the receiving
system. If the received model has smallerλ′ than the originalλ value of the sending model,δ′ automatically satisfies
δ′ > λ′ in the receiving system. Assuming that conditionδ′ ≥ λ′ is satisfied, the receiving system induces a different
set interval[X ′

−
,X ′

+] from the original[X−,X+] in the sending system. If innerX ′

−
becomes empty or outerX ′

+

becomes unbounded, then the received model can not be a validsolid. However, in most practical situations, the
received model approximates closely to the sending model, and the conditions of non-empty inner and bounded outer
are usually maintained. Conservative analysis of what happens to the solidity constantε′ is not difficult.

Let the sending model[X−,X+] be ε-regular, and the change in the inner and outer sets is bounded by some
constant∆. In other words, if the outer did not grow by more than∆ and the inner did not shrink by more than∆, we
have

k∆(X ′

−
) ⊇ X−, and k∆(X+) ⊇ X ′

+ (9)

These conditions together imply thatkε′(X ′

−
) ⊇ X ′

+, whereε′ = 2 ∗ ∆ + ε. Similarly, if the inner did not grow by
more than∆ and the outer did not shrink by more than∆, then

i∆(X−) ⊆ X ′

−
, and i∆(X ′

+) ⊆ X+, (10)

and thereforeiε′(X ′

+) ⊆ X ′

−
also withε′ = 2 ∗ ∆ + ε. Intuitively, the received model satisfying Equations 9 and 10

is apossiblylarger (might be tighter) set interval approximating the original one. It should be clear that ifi∆(X−) is
non-empty, then innerX ′

−
is still non-empty. Also, ifk∆(X+) is bounded then outerX ′

+ is still bounded. Therefore,
we conclude that if[X−,X+] is anε-solid and the changes in inner and outer sets are bounded by∆, then[X ′

−
,X ′

+]
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Figure 12: Solid validation procedure based on boundary representation is not sufficient under indicated tolerances:
(a) vertex merging algorithm indicates that the representation is a single point, and hence is invalid; (b) non-emptyiδ
andkδ indicate a valid boundary representation of a solid.

is guaranteed to be anε′-solid whereε′ = 2 ∗ ∆ + ε. The above is a conservative worst case analysis, since a direct
comparison ofX ′

−
andX ′

+ may in fact give a smaller regularity constantε′.

Accuracy is fixedλ = λ′, precision is changedδ 6= δ′ . The geometric model is transferred exactly, but the two
systems evaluate the model with different precisions (see Example 3 in Section 2.1). In current practice, the change
of precisionδ often triggers “healing” which is neither necessary nor sufficient (see section 4.2). In contrast, the
following analysis shows thatε-solidity is usually guaranteed in this case.

If the precision of the receiving system is higher than that of the sending system (δ′ < δ, with δ′ ≥ λ′), a tighter set
interval [X ′

−
,X ′

+] is induced for the model in the receiving system. Based on Theorem 3.13 weknowthat the model
must be a validε′-solid with ε′ ≤ ε being smaller than the original value ofε in the sending system. Specifically, let
the model[X−,X+] in the sending system beε-regular, and let translation satisfy

i∆(X ′

−
) ⊇ X−, and k∆(X ′

+) ⊆ X+ (11)

Informally, we assume that a tighter precisionδ′ grows the inner by at least∆ and shrinks the outer by at least∆. In
this case, it is straightforward to show that withε′ = ε−2∗∆, the conditionskε′(X−) ⊇ X+ andi

ε
′ (X+) ⊆ X− are

satisfied. This guarantees that[X ′

−
,X ′

+] is ε′-regular. Furthermore, if the original model[X−,X+] is anε-solid, then
the received model[X ′

−
,X ′

+] is also guaranteed to satisfy the conditions of non-empty inner and bounded outer. Thus,
if the original model was anε-solid, the received model is guaranteed to be anε′-solid. (By definition, the received
model is also anε-solid, but we are usually interested in the tightest possible bound.)

When the precision of the receiving system is lowered (δ′ > δ), a larger set interval[X ′

−
,X ′

+] is induced for the
model in the receiving system. Based on Theorem 3.13 weknow that the model is a validε′-solid , but for some
possibly larger and computable valueε′, if X− is still non-empty. The bound ofε′ = 2 ∗ ∆ + ε can be estimated
following a procedure analogous to the previous case of changing accuracyλ. However, in contrast to the previous
worst case analysis, the set interval[X ′

−
,X ′

+] is guaranteed to grow wheneverδ′ increases.

Accuracy is changedλ 6= λ′, precision is changedδ 6= δ′ . This is the most general and most difficult case
of geometric data translation. The received model is affected by a composition of data errors and changes in the
algorithm precision. The solution in this case will be a combination of techniques used in the special cases identified
above.
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Figure 13: Repair of boundary representation is not necessary to assure validity under tolerances: (a) common errors
in boundary representation indicate invalid object; (b) a suitable choice of PMCδ procedure can classify points of the
interior and of the exterior in the presence of errors.

5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary and Implications

This research started several years ago with a relatively modest goal of formulating and solving several specific prob-
lems in geometric data translation. Since the classical theory of solid modeling assumes exact geometric data and
algorithms, it became clear that it must be substantially generalized before it could be applied to such problems. This
paper proposes such a generalization, based on the observation that topological properties of sets may be represented
and computed only within some finite precision. The formulated notions ofε-regularity,ε-solidity, and PMCδ capture
more realistically the practices and the recognized limitations of geometric and solid modeling. Importantly, the new
theory subsumes the classical solid modeling formulationsas a special (but not very realistic) case ofε = 0. In this
sense, the proposed formulation of the problem certainly does not preclude exact representations and computations
whenever such are feasible and practical. Nor is the theory limited by any particular choice of exact constantsδ or ε.
For example, it may be convenient to visualize and identify theδ-topological operations with the classical offsetting
operations in solid modeling[42]; but in practice, PMCδ is rarely implemented for any fixed value ofδ; the discus-
sion and observations in section 4 still apply following Theorem 3.11, as long as the interval[X−,X+] is computed
conservatively withiδ ⊆ X− andkδ ⊇ X+.

We demonstrated that the proposed formulation allows systematic classification and investigation of problems
in geometric data translation. In particular, the theory suggests that many current methods for validity checking of
boundary representations are neither necessary nor sufficient for maintainingε-solidity in the presence of numerical
inaccuracies, whereas geometric healing procedures may beavoided in many common situations.

A number of practical steps may be taken immediately in orderto alleviate the problems in geometric data trans-
lation. For example, a widely practiced technique of decreasing precision by increasingδ of the receiving system
in order to make a model valid is a simple implementation of the requirement thatδ ≥ λ; of course, this may also
increaseε, producing a substantially different solid. When the precision δ of the receiving system is known a priori
(and this is usually the case), a known validε-solid model may be simulated in thesendingsystem for validity with
different precisionsδ.

In a longer term, the proposed revision of the classical solid modeling paradigm recognizes explicitly that accuracy
λ of representationR and precisionδ of PMC algorithms cannot and should not be considered separately from each
other. Our observations and formulation point the way to improved redesign of both data structures and algorithms for
solid modeling that explicitly recognize the distinct semantic roles of three physical constants: accuracyλ, precision
δ, and solidity toleranceε. The need for such a redesign has been apparent for some time,as witnessed by numerous
efforts to deal with accuracy problems in STEP models and translations. Because our formulation does not require
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existence of exact valid objects (such asr-sets or manifolds), a number of robustness or validation problems may be
easier than they appear. For example, Figure 10(f) shows that a PMCε does not need to resolve dangling boundaries or
other imperfections that are withinε of the interioriδ of the solid. Thus, properly redefinedε-regularized set operations
can be used to keep track and control the errors near solid’s boundary.

5.2 Future Directions

Our observations suggest that modifying a geometric representation in order to find some imaginary ‘correct’ solid
may not be a good idea in most circumstances. If anything needs to be ‘healed’ on the receiving end, it probably should
be the topology and not geometry, in recognition that different choices of constantsδ andε may lead to substantially
distinct topological interpretations. This statement maybe extrapolated to more general tasks of simplification and
small feature removal, such as those required in finite element meshing. A possible approach to such tasks is to
induceε-solids for larger values ofε starting with the original geometric data. Our formulationallows estimating the
Hausdorff distance between original and translatedε-solid, but this gives no other guarantees on consistency ofthe
result. As we explained in section 2.3, validity of the translation andε-solidity in particular, provide a starting point
for dealing with issues of translation consistency that arenecessarily application specific. We have not considered
these issues in this paper.

A significant feature of the proposed formal framework is that it is mostly representation free, in a sense that it does
not assume any particular representation, approximation,or discretization of the represented pointsets. Application
of the proposed formulation in specific representational problems should shed useful interpretations and establish
relationship between seemingly unrelated techniques. Forexample, Delaunay-based solid reconstruction methods[4]
and voxel-based approximation techniques[44, 36] appear to be directly related to problems ofε-solidity.

The concepts ofε-topological operations andε-regularity may be also useful in formalizing semantics of geometric
dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). Previous formulations proposed that a toleranced mechanical part is a class of
regular sets[41] that contains an exact nominal set, as wellas special perfect bounding (least and maximal) elements.
Such a class of sets itself must satisfy additional metric and regularity conditions[14]. Generating and testing sets for
membership in a tolerance class remains an open problem, particularly because the proposed definitions do not take
into account limited resolution of inspection. In contrast, our approach usingε-topological operations may be more
effective, because it would not require (but would allow) knowledge of any perfect regular elements while explicitly
taking into account limited precision of representation and inspection.

A number of theoretical issues remain open. Acceptingε-topological operations andε-solidity as foundations
for solid modeling requires non-trivial revision of the usual concepts and operations. These includeε-continuity,ε-
homeomorphism, andε-regularized set operations. For example, definitions ofε-regularized set operations may appear
straightforward, based on the definitions in this paper. However, such operations may not posses desired algebraic
properties, such as obeying the distributive law. Many of the difficulties stem from recognition that anε-solid is really
a set interval. It is reasonable to expect that interval analysis [33] must form a basis for any algebraic system ofε-
solids, but substantial enhancements are likely to be needed before such a system is useful for solid modeling. Such an
algebraic system should have applications beyond solid modeling, e.g. in the area of robust geometric computations.
Connections with computable analysis[55], constructive analysis[11], and domain theory[2] are also of considerable
interest.
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